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I. Introduction 
Let W(~) be a non-trivial continuous Young function and p, a completely 
additive measure on a set D with p,(D) < + oo. 
The Orlicz space L 111(D, p,) is the totality of all real-valued functions 
x(t), p,-measurable on D, for which 
(1) e(1Xx) = f W(iXJx(t)/) dp,< += for some IX>O. 
n 
If e(x) < + oo for every x(t) E £ 111 , L 111 is said to be a modulared space 
on which the constant modular e is finite (see [5]), and we shall denote 
by £ 111* such a space £ 111 1). 
As is well known, £ 111 is a Banach lattice with respect to the Luxemburg 
norm and to the usual semi -order, which has the properties: 
(i) for any decreasing sequence of non-negative functions Xn belonging 
to L 111 , there exists the infimum (i.e., L 111 is conditionally a-complete), 
(ii) O~xnt~~1 X and Xn, x EL111 imply supn;;:li!Xnll111 =1lxl!111 (i.e., the 
semi-continuity of the norm). 
In [3], it is shown that the norm llXElla; of a characteristic function of 
p,-measurable set E, if p,(E) #- 0, is calculated by 
(2) llXElla;= 1/tP-1 (#(~)) · 
Moreover, in L 111*, it is seen that l!xl!111 = 1 implies e(x) = 1 2) and hence, 
for every disjoint partition {Ed of E CD, 
(3) A A ( 1 ) II .. ~ AtXE>ll111 = 1 implies ! W(IA.ti)/W -11 -·II = I. .~1 i~1 XE. 
The purpose of this paper, based on the above-mentioned facts, is to 
characterize the space La;* in terms of norms. 
In what follows, we shall consider a Banach lattice 3) R for which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
1) These notations L 111 and L 111* are the same as in [7]. 
2) For example, see [3 and 7]. 
3) This is both a vector lattice and a Banach space with !!x!J ;;;; !!Y!l for Jxl ;;;; JyJ, 
x, y E R, where x+ = xU 0, x- = (- x) U 0 and Jxl = x+ + x-. 
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(i) R is conditionally a-complete, 
(ii) the norm on R is semi-continuous, 
(iii) R has a positive complete element!) s with lis II= l. 
Our statement is the following: 
Theorem. Let W(~) be a continuous Young function satisfying W(l}#O 
and the (i12)-condition 2). If R is non-atomic and if the norm satisfies the 
following condition: 
(ALrz>*) for every orthogonally finite partition {[pt]: i= l, 2, ... , n} of a 
projector [p ], 
.. 
II ! At[Pt]sll = l (.l.t are real) implies 
i~1 
then R is exactly represented as Lrz> * ( c8', p,) on a certain measure space c8' 
with a regular Borel measure p,. 
Recently, in [2], we have tried to define a constant modular on some 
normed lattice the topology of which is equivalent to the original topology 
in the normed lattice. Afterwards, we received a letter from Dr. T. Ando, 
in which he showed the following fact: Let X be a Banach function space 
(see [ 4]) consisting of measurable functions on a non -atomic finite measure 
space (.Q, p,). 
If it is satisfied that, for some a,(J>O, 
(a) IILXEi/IIXFillll~a implies !tt(Et)/p,(Ft}~l, 
(b) !tt(Et)/p,(Ft) ~ l implies II LXEi/IIXFillll ~(J 
whenever {Et} is a disjoint family, then X is isomorphic to some Orlicz space. 
The idea contained in our theorem is essentially the same as in Ando's 
memo; however, in this paper we shall not assume the monotone com-
pleteness 3) of the norm. The proof of the theorem is based on Nakano's 
spectral theory. 
2. Preliminaries and Lemmas 
In Nakano's spectral theory ([5] and [6]}, it is known that the proper 
space c8' consisting of all maximal ideals~ of projectors 4) in R is a compact 
1) s is said to be complete in R, if lsi n lxl = 0 and x E R imply x = 0. 
2) We say that ([>(~) satisfies the (,;h)-condition, if there exist constants k > 0 
and uo ~ 0 such that ([>(2~) ~ k([>(;j for ~ ~ uo. If ([> satisfies the (L:h)-condition, 
then Lrz> coincides with Lrz> *. 
3) The norrn 11·11 on R is said to be monotone complete, if 0 ~ Xn t :~ 1 and sup 
llxnll < + oo irnply the existence of an element X E R such that X = u:~ 1 Xn. ,.;;:;1 
4) In a conditionally !X-cornplete vector lattice R, the projector [p] (p E R) is 
defined by [p]x=U:~l (nlpl n x) if 0 ~ x E R, and for any x E R, [p]x = [p]x+-
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Hausdorff space with a system of neighborhoods: n = {U[x] : X E R} where 
Urxl = {~ : [ x] E ~ }. Moreover, the following facts are known. 
Lemma 1. Urxl is both open and closed, and :D is a ring, i.e., 
U[x] + U[y] = Urlxlulyl] and U(x] U[y] = U[x](y]· 
For x E R, the function (xjs, ~) on lff is defined by 
A if ~ E II ( UrxH•l- Urx-<_.J) 
£>0 
+ = if ~ E II ( lff- Urx-<J) 
-oo<-<<+oo 
- = if ~ E II Urx-<J 
-oo<-<<+oo 
where [x.<]= [(A.s-x)+], and is called the relative spectrum. 
Lemma 2. The relative spectrum has the following properties: 
(i) (xjs, ~) is almost finite and continuous in the extended sense 1), 
(ii) (xjs, ~) = ( [p ]xjs, ~) on U[p][x], 
(iii) the set {(xjs, ~) : x E R} is isomorphic to R. 
For a bounded continuous function f(~) on UrpJ, the integral off(~) 
by x E R, denoted by frplf(~)d~x, is defined as a limit: 
lim 2 f(~tHPt]x 
where ~i are arbitrary points in U[Pil and {[pi]} is any orthogonally finite 
partition of [p ]. 
For an unbounded continuous function f(~) on UrPl, if there exists 
an increasing sequence of bounded continuous functions fn(~) on U[pJ 
such that 
lim fn(~) = f(~) a.e. 
n-.oo 
and 
exists, then we shall say that f(~) is integrable by x on U[pJ and denote 
this limit by f£pJf(~)d~x. 
Lemma 3. For any a E R, (ajs, ~) is integrable by s and 
a= f£s] (ajs, ~) d~s. 
- [p]x-. [p][q] is also a projector denoted by [IPI n iqi] and we shall say that 
[p] and [q] are mutually orthogonal if [q][q] = 0. In the sequel we shall make use 
of the notation [p] + [q], when [p][q] = 0, meaning [IPI U lql]· 
1) In the case (xjs, ~o) = + oo (or - oo), the continuity means that for any 
real number A, there exists a nbd. UrpJ 3 ~o such that (xfs, ~) ~A (or ;;:;; A) for all 
~ E U[p]· 
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Conversely, if a continuous function f(~) is integrable by s and 
b= f[sJf(~)d~s 
then we have 
f(~)=(bjs, ~) for all ~ E C. 
3. The construction of the Borel measure 
In this section, let R satisfy the conditions of the theorem. First, it 
is seen that the element s has an absolutely continuous norm, i.e., 
inft;;;lJI[ptJsll = o if [PtH~1 o. 
Indeed, let [ptJt~ 1 0. Putting [qk]= [pk]- [pk+l], by virtue of the (ALa;*)-
condition we have 
0*$(1) ~~Max { (/) C[[q~]s[[) : k= 1, 2, ... , n} 
for all n, so that lim li[qn]s[[=O, from which it follows that {[Pt]s} is 
n-+oo 
a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, since the norm is complete, there exists 
x E R such that lim [[x- [pn]s[[=O, and hence x=O by [5: Th. 30.1]. 
n-+oo 
Lemma 4. For any projector [P]*O and any O<k<[[[p]s[[, there 
exist projectors [pl], [p2]. and [q] ~ [p] such that 
[[[pl]s[[=il[P2]s[[, [p]= [pl]+ [p2] and [[[q]s[[=k. 
Proof. From the above-mentioned fact and the non-atomicity of R, 
we can find a projector [q1] such that [q1]~ [p] and [[[ql]s[[~k. If 
ll[ql]s[[ < k, there exists a projector [q2] such that 
[ql]~[q2]~[p] and (k+[[[ql]s[i)/2~[[[q2]sll~k, 
and repeating this method we can find .the required projector [q] by 
making use of the semi-continuity of the norm. By a similar method, 
we get a bisection of li[p]sll. 
Lemma 5. The functional v on Q: 
(4) v(U[xJ)=lf$(ll[x\s[[)' (x ER), 
is a finitely additive measure. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the additivity of v. First, we have 
(j)Ct[p~Jsll) = n$Ct!f~I~P,Jstt) 
for mutually orthogonal projectors [pt] (i= I, 2, ... , n) with li[pl]s[[ = 
=ll[p2]s[[= ... =ll[Pn]s[[, by the condition (ALa;*). 
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Now, let [p][q]=O and li[p]sll<ll[q]sll· Then, by the previous lemma, 
we can orthogonally divide [q] such that 
and 
If O<ll[q~c+l]sll, applying the above method to [q~c+l] and projectors 
which divide equally ll[p]sll and li[qi]sll (i= 1, 2, ... , k), generally, we 
obtain mutually orthogonal projectors [Pi]~ [p] (i= 1, 2, ... , n+ 1) and 
[q/]~[q] (j=1, 2, ... ,m+1) such that 
ll[pi]sll=ll[q/]sll for i=1, 2, ... ,nand j=1, 2, ... , m 
and 
II[Pn+l]sll, ll[q'm+l]sll< II[Pn]sll. 
Putting ~f~ 1 [pi]= [fin] and ~7'~ 1 [q/] = [qm], it follows that 
and 
II[Pn+l]sll, ll[qm+l]sll ~ 1/$-1 ( (n+m) (J)(II[fin]B ~ [qm]sll)) 
~ 11(])-1 ( (n+m) (J)CirPJs ~ [qJsll)) 
-+ 0 as n, m -+ + =· 
Thus, the additivity is obtained from the fact that s has an absolutely 
continuous norm. 
Now, for every compact subset 0 of iff, putting 
A(O)=inf {v(U[pJ): 0 C U[pJ}, 
A is a content (in [1]) on the family [ of all compact sets in iff, i.e., 
(i) O~A(O)< += for 0 E [, (ii) A is monotone, (iii) A is subadditive, 
(iv) A(O+D)=A(O)+A(D) for disjoint compact sets 0 and D. Therefore, 
as is proved in [1 ], by the following process: 
A*(X)=sup {A(O) :0 C X and 0 E [} for any open set X, 
and furthermore 
(5) ,u(B)=inf {A*(X) : B C X} for any Borel set B, 
we obtain a regular Borel measure ,u. 
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4. JDroof of the theore~ 
We will consider the space Lq,(tff, p,) 1) consisting of all p,-measurable 
functions f(~) such that 
e(rxf) = f (J)(rxJf(~)/) dp, < + = 
c 
for some rx > 0, where the integral is a Radon integral 2) on tff with respect 
to p,. 
Since every (xfs, ~) (x E R) is measurable and since (J) is continuous, 
(6) e(x) = f (J)(J(xfs, ~)J) dp, 
c 
has a sense, and we have O~e(x)~e(y) if JxJ~IYI for x,yER. 
We shall call, for brevity, step ele~ent in R any element of the form 
x= !~~1 ~i[Pi]s for an orthogonal family {[pi]: i=1, 2, ... , n}. 
Lemma 6. For any a E R, there exists a non-decreasing sequence 
{xn} of step ele~ents in R, such that u:~lXn= JaJ and supn;;;!(!(Xn)=e(a). 
Proof. By virtue of [5: Th. 11.6], putting 
{ i -1 ( JaJ ) i } -U[Pn,il = ~ : 211 < 8' ~ < 2n (i=1, 2, ... , 2n·n) 
and 
{ ( JaJ )}- 3) U[Pn] = ~: n < 8' ~ , 
we obtain an orthogonal system {[pn,I], ... , [Pn,2"·n], [pn]}. Accordingly, 
for the increasing sequence of step elements Xn = !r:·r ((i -1)/2)[pn,ds+ 
+n[pn]s we have lim (xnfs, ~) = (Jal/s, ~) for all ~ E tff, which proves 
n~oo 
the lemma in view of Lemma 2 and Lebesgue's bounded sequence theorem. 
Next, we shall prove a lemma which embodies the essential part of 
the theorem. 
Lemma 7. It follows that Jlxll =1 and x E R i~ply e(x) = 1, and so 
the nor~ llxll(x E R) is the Luxe~burg nor~ in Lq,, i.e., 
(7) lixiJ =inf {1/1~1 : e(~x) ~ 1} (x E R). 
Proof. First, we consider the case that the element xis a step element. 
Let X= !~~1 ~i[pi]s and llxll= 1, where [pi][p;]=O for i-t=j. Generally, 
since ll[pi]sll (i= 1, 2, ... , n) are not equal, put 
O<rx=Min {II[Pi]sll: i=1, 2, ... n}. 
1 ) Note that in Lemma 6 and 7 we need not assume the (LI 2)-condition for the 
function Cb. 
2) If /(~) is non-negative and not integrable, then we write J f(~)dp, = + oo. 
3) X- means the closure of a set X in C. 
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Using the same method as in the proof of Lemma 5, we can find a non-
decreasing sequence of step elements Xm ·and a non-increasing sequence 
{Ym} such that 
X=Xm+Ym' /Xm/ n IYm/=0, 
and 
n ki.m n 
Xm = z ~t z [qt,j]8 and Ym = Z ~t[qt,ki,m+l]s, 
i=1 ;=1 i=1 
where kt,m t~= 1 OC> (i= 1, 2, ... , n), ll[qt,i]sll are mutually equal and 
ll[qt,ki,m+l]sll ~ 1/if>-l ( (J1kt,m)if>(~))--+ 0 as m--+ + OC>. 
Therefore, we have Jxm/ t ~= 1 JxJ and so lim llxmll = llxll = 1 by the semi-
m-oo 
contibuity of the norm. Accordingly, 1 = lim e(xmfllxnill) = e(x) holds by 
m-oo 
Lebesgue's theorem and the condition (AL<P*). Next, for any x E R with 
llxll = 1, since there exists an increasing sequence of step elements Xn (by 
Lemma 6) such that 0<xnt;:"=1 JxJ, we have 1= lime(xnfllxnll)=e(x). 
~00 
From this fact, we have e(xfllxll) = 1 for any 0 =1= x E R, and furthermore it 
is evident that 0 < e( a)< +(X) implies e( rxa) < e( a) for 0 ~IX< 1 by Lemma 2. 
Therefore (7) is proved. 
Thus, it is seen that R is isometric with a subspace of L<P(C, p,). 
Now, under the {Lh}-condition for if>, let us take an arbitrary 
I($) E L<P*(C, p,). 
Since I($) is almost finite inC, on account of Lusin's theorem l),"there 
exists a sequence of compact sets On such that 
I($) is bounded and continuous on each On. 
Then we have (/-I· xc..H;:"=1 0 a.e., and so ll(f- I· Xen)II<Pt;:"= 1 0 since each 
element of L<P * has an absolutely continuous norm. By Lemma 3, there 
exist Xn E R such that 
Xn = J /- Xc,.($) d$s t ;:"= 1 and ( :n · $) = I· Xen($ ). 
Since f- Xen($) is a Cauchy sequence with respect to II· II<P, by Lemma 7 
it is also a Cauchy sequence in II· 1/, and consequently there exists x E R 
such that lim//xn-X/1=0 and (xfs,$)=1($) on C. Thus the theorem 
is proved. ~oo 
Remark. As is seen in the end of the proof, the (Ll 2)-condition can 
be omitted in the case when the norm on R is monotone complete. But 
1) For example, see [l:p. 243] and [7: Ch. 5, Exercise]. 
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the statement that 11/(l,lS)II<t> = 1 is equivalent to e(/) = 1 holds only when 
C/J satisfies the (L'h)-condition. Therefore, imposing the condition (AL<P *) 
it is natural to assume the (L'h)-condition in the theorem. 
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